LATVIA – THE EUROPEAN UNION
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EU money box is currently in our favor. The loss
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…of
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ten largest stakeholders. Regrettably, the Baltic states

punished by large fines which are always taken

smaller
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We have another problem: we often tell
Brussels “what would you like?” first and only
then do we begin to consider how this or that decision might impact Latvia’s interests. We often
complain that we’re a small country, easy to hurt.
Small countries find I hard living in the

through the prism of the past.
Latvians with national concerns were hys-

Imaginary pain
When Latvia was joining the EU, there

terical as the discussion unfolded about the issuance of EU residence permits to foreigners
purchasing property in Latvia, of which several
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thousand
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Receiving funding for such a megaproject would

According to the latest reports, Latvia

companies

over and over again

the port of Riga, costs at least one billion euros.

so a quality breakthrough never happened.

Also,

It’s all very fine; our

Some Latvian

As for Latvian-US economic cooperation,

Latvia will mark the first decade of its EU
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Transport Corridor which opens direct access to

Alas, the Latvians failed to set their own agenda,
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development. So the EU needs a discussion

applies to any foreign capital.

about its development strateg y.

Russia has long been seeking a visa free

To pursue a common policy, it is neces-

in is not reasonable… You might recall Strugatsky

or the bills they pass. No idea… There’ve been

sary to boost the role of the European Central

brothers’ famous novel “Monday begins on

some loud statements though. For example,

think Latvia should take on this issue?

Bank, adopt common fiscal legislation, and im-

Sáturday.” This fairy-tale for junior researchers

Karlis Sadurskis has again raised the problem of

plement common tax and customs policies.

describes a scientist who produced an ideal
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to the Latvian language. Sandra Kalniete has just

this
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Expanding the consumer group would be

released a new book. Understandably, preelection statements sound louder.

a way out of the overproduction crisis. Many

Can it be otherwise? I don’t think so,

people on Earth live below the poverty

because the European parliament sits

free regime might require changes in border

We had to weather the banking crisis to

control and stricter order. But, on the other

understand that the activity of commercial

line dying of hunger. It is possible to

hand, are the detained offenders or criminals

banks should be regulated, at least within the

give a fresh impulse to the world

travelling easily all over the world with proper

framework of the European Union, but it would

economy

documents few in number? A political motive is

be still better to have it regulated globally,

consumption

strong here as well; some might have fear on a

because the current crisis is global.

reasonable minimum.

subconscious level.
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As other Latvians, I probably don’t know
much about their work, the initiatives they plan

regime with EU countries. What position do you
Lawmakers have no uniform approach to

by
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are
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delegations

to

identify priority guidelines of their activity and

the

European
to

there

formed

by

under

a

political principle, so partisan
interests have priority over

Despite all problems,

If the EU and its members are unable to

Should the West fear Russia?

national ones.

Union

Mr Dolgopolov, you

Of course not! It shouldn’t demonize

continue to talk about all kinds of things, such

continues

Russia. We have many common problems, such

as the shape of a tomato, a collapse cannot be

Ukraine is next in line.

Brussels corridors were

as the housing and public utilities sector, welfare

ruled out. The contradictions between the EU’s

Can the EU really keep

more

issues and education… All fears of Russia are

common goals and the interests of its members

“digesting”

the Kremlin ones. Why

myths and imaginary aches which sadly remain a

are growing which causes considerable damage

countries?

factor in international politics.

to individual states and the EU on the whole.

Different speeds

enlarge.

said

new

once

that

frightening

the
than

do you think so?

The

more

It was easier to

Could you elaborate?

countries join the EU the

find one’s bearings in the

The countries which practically have no

less controllable it is. This

Kremlin…

The

colossal

contacts with Belarus, insist on broad sanctions

is no longer a two-speed

European bureaucracy, the

single

against it, arguing that it would help its democ-

Europe, it’s three-speed or

array of procedures ahead

European currency from 2014. What is your

racy make progress. Conversely, the countries

multi-speed,

opinion of this move?

that have close economic ties with Belarus are

machine is running at three

very much opposed to such sanctions.

speeds at the same time, it will

Latvia

is

transferring

to

the

Joining the Eurozone is presented today

and

if

a

of decision-making, and sophisticated lobbyism cannot
be rivaled by what was in the

in the same manner as EU membership was

The new EU members’ wish to raise the

presented a decade ago, i.e. as an objective, not

quality of education turns into a source of cheap

an instrument. But is it the best time for such a

labor force for developed countries. Today, Lat-

Western

move? I’m not so sure. The rules of the game

via spends budget money to train specialists

Moldova. But it has never tried to invite Turkey

apply to a greater extent to those who live in a

who go abroad after graduation eyeing higher

or Russia into the Union. Why? Politics obviously

union, including in the sphere of finance.

wages and the standard of living. “Old” coun-

dominates over economy here as well.

It is the only way to level out the standard

tries benefit from it, but we’re on the losing end.

of living in different countries. A Europe of

It is not only Latvia’s problem. Unregulated la-

different speeds is a real phenomenon, though

bor movement and migration issues are gaining

unwelcome. You cannot compare the German

significance across the whole Europe. As in

economy

banking, the EU will need common regulation in

with

Latvia’s,

Romania’s

or

even

Poland’s. It’s fine if transfer to the euro helps us
change to a higher gear. But has anyone done its

this sphere.
Should we argue about whose potatoes

surely fall apart.

Soviet times. I worked at that

The EU welcomes the proorientation

of

Ukraine

time, so I can make a comparison.
Have

and

politicians

changed

over

these years?
They say politicians live from one election
to another, while statesmen think about the
future of their country and its people. We have

Toeing the line

more than enough politicians, but statesmen
are

Which forces can win the May 2014
elections to the European Parliament?
along

with

the

right-wing

They

are

nurtured

by

proper

environment and growing political culture.
The picture gradually changes as a new

Centripetal forces in Europe are becoming
stronger

rare.

generation appears which grew up in a non-rev-

radical

olutionary environment. They have a different,

are better: Lithuanian, Polish or Latvian? Com-

sentiment. I believe the EU election will clearly

global perception and more tolerant approach-

It’s not the best of time the European

petition in the EU should manifest itself as a

show this trend amid low turnout. As an EU

es. This gives us hope…

Union is going through. EU skeptics even predict

search for new markets, not as domestic squab-

governing body, the European Parliament does

a system crisis.

bles. This is what the EU foreign policy must aim

not enjoy much prestige.

calculations? I don’t think so.

Any system, be it a union or a company is
doomed if it cannot take changes towards
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You cannot eat more than you can digest;
having a five-storey house all to yourself to live
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at. Only then will it benefit the EU in general and
each of its members.

FIRST-PERSON

market for our national business. This equally

How efficient are the Latvian deputies
elected to the European Parliament?

Thank you for talking to me!

Olga Larina,
For Amber Bridge
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